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It is shown that the independent set numbers of polygon matroids of outerplanar 
graphs are log concave. iD 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a finite matroid of rank Y on a set 5’. We denote by Zk the num- 
ber of independent sets of size k. An independent i-partition of M is an 
ordered partition (A, B) of E such that A and B are independent in M and 
the cardinality of A is i. We denote by n,(M) the set of independent i-par- 
titions of M and by 71i(M) the cardinality of n,(M). Over the past thirteen 
years, a string of successively stronger conjectures have been made about 
the sequences (Zk) and ( nn,). Welsh’s unimodel conjecture [ 161 was made 
in 1969. 
Conjecture 1. I,>,min{I,-,, Zk+l> 2<k<r- 1. 
In 1972, Mason [lo] made the following conjectures: 
Conjecture 2. c > Zk _ 1 Z, + , , 
Conjecture 3. 12kWk+ 1)/k) LJ/c+1, 
Conjecture 4. c>((k+ l)/k)((m-k+ 1)/@--k)) Zk-lZk+l, for 2< 
k<r- 1, where m= (El. 
Stronger than the logarithmic concavity conjecture (Conjecture 2) is 
Dowling’s [ 41 independent partition conjecture appearing in 1980. 
Conjecture 5. nk _ 1 (hf) < nk(M) for [El = 2k, Or more generally, 
Conjecture 6. Ei- l(M) < 71i(M) for i < ([El + 1)/2. 
We use [El to denote the cardinality of E. 
There are many results which lend support to the truth of these conjec- 
tures. Mason [lo] proved that Zk < Z,- k for k < r/2. Seymour [ 121, in his 
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doctoral dissertation, proved that if k is such that any circuit C of A4 has 
IC( = 1, IC( =2, or ICI >k then, 
Furthermore, if all circuits of A4 have size at least k, then 
P>k+lm-k+l 
k/ k m- k Ik-lzk+l* 
Dowling [4] proved Conjecture 5 for k 6 7. In Section 3 of this paper we 
prove Conjecture 6 for polygon matroids of outerplanar graphs. 
Our initial interest in independent partitions grew out of a desire to 
prove the log-concavity conjecture. We hoped to use the “method of proof’ 
in Dowling [4]. That is, to each matroid M of size 2k a certain bipartite 
graph H = H(M) with bipartition nk _ 1(M) u n,(M) can be associated. 
Dowling proves that this graph H has a matching nk _ ,(M) into n,(M) 
(and hence nk _ ,(M) < n,(M)) if k < 7. We believed initially, as conjectured 
by Dowling, that the graph H had such a matching for every value of k, 
but we found this to be untrue for k 2 16. The details of this discovery are 
given in Section 2. 
2. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Let A4 be a finite matroid of size 2k. In [4], two bipartite graphs are 
associated with M. Each has bipartition nk- ,(M) u nk(M). The graphs 
G = G(M) and H = H(M) are given as follows: let a E A be such that 
(A,B)EH,(M) and (A-a, B+a)EUkP1(M), then in G (A-a, B+a) is 
adjacent to (A, B), and in H (A -a, B + a) is adjacent to both (A, B) and 
(4 A). 
In a bipartite graph with bipartition VI u I/,, a matching of V, into V2 is 
a set E of pairwise non-adjacent edges such that every vertex in V1 is 
incident with some edge in E. If we could show that there is a matching of 
17,-,(M) into n,(M) in either graph G or H then we would have the 
inequality nk- ,(M) < nk(M). When the graph H has such a matching we 
say A4 admits an H-matching. In 1980, Dowling proved that any matroid 
A4 of size 2k admits an H-matching when k < 7. 
Consider the graph K of Fig. 1 with edge set E = A u Bu Cu D u (el, 
e2, e3, e4), where A = (a, ,..., a,}, B= (b, ,..., bp}, C= (cl ,..., cP}, D = 
id 1 ,..., d,]. [El =4p+4. Let k=2(p+ 1). 
Let A4 = M(K) be the polygon matroid of K (i.e., M is the matroid on 
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FIGURE 1 
the edges of K, where a subset X of edges is independent in M if and only if 
X does not contain a circuit) and consider the graph H. Let 
d= {(X, Y)EHk-,(M): {e,, e4} GX> 
and let N(d) denote the neighbors of &. A simple computation yields 
IN( = 4(2p + 1) 22P-1 while l&l = p(p + 2) 22P-‘. 
If p>7, then p(p+ 2)>4(2p+ 1) and IdI > IN(&)\, thus violating Hall’s 
[6] condition for a matching. Hence for every k > 16 we see that there is a 
matroid of size 2k which has no H-matching. It is, however, easily verified 
that 
nk-I(M)=(p2+6p+8)22p-1, 
Q(M) = ( p2 + 6p + 6) 22p, 
that is, nk- i(M) 6 nk(M). 
3. THE INDEPENDENT PARTITION CONJECTURE 
Since we cannot expect to produce a matching in the graph H to prove 
the inequality nk _ i(M) < nk(M), for M of size 2k we now turn to some 
results about the stronger 
Conjecture 7. If M is a matroid of size m and i d (m + 1)/2, then 
ni- l(M) d n,(M)a 
Our first result shows that a smallest counterexample to Conjecture 6, 
should one exist, must be connected. (3.1) and (3.2) are based on a result of 
582b/39/1-6 
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Andrews Cl] which states that the product of two polynomials with sym- 
metric unimodal coeffkients is a polynomial with symmetric unimodal 
coefficients. 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Let A4 = Ml @ M,, where Mj has size mj, j = 1, 2. 
Then 
71i(M) - 71i- 1 t”) 
= c CMW-~ ,-1(“,)1C71i-l(M2)-71i--ml+r--1(M2)1. 
O<t<(1/2)m1 
Proof: (A, B) E Hi(M) if and only if (A, B) = (A, + AZ, B, + B2), where 
(AI, B,)en,(Ml) and (A2, B2)EZZi_r(M2), t= (All. Then 
And so 
ni(M) - ni- l(M) = C C71t(M1)-71t-I(M1)IC71i-t(M2)1 
t<(1/2)(m1+1) 
+ c L-aw - 71 t-1(“I)1Cni-t(M2)1 
t > (lP)(ml + 1) 
+ c Cnt-,(M,)-nt(~,)1Cxi-m*+t-l(M2)1. 
t=S (1/2)(ml+ 1) 
The result follows since n,(A4,) = z,- ,(M,) if t = $(m, + 1). 1 
COROLLARY (3.2). Let A4 = M, @ M,, where Mj has size mj, j = 1,2. Zf 
71i- l(Mj) 6 ni(“j) for iGi(m,+ 1) andj= 1,2, 
71i- l(M) d ni(M) for i<+(m+ 1). 
ProoJ: From (3.1) we have 
ni(M) - ni - 1 CM) 
= 1 C~t(“,)-xt-,(M,)lC~i-t(M,)-xi-m,+t-~(MZ)I. 
t < (1/2)ml 
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We shall show that if i < f(m + 1) then every term in this sum is non- 
negative. By assumption, n,( M, ) 2 71, _ 1 (Mi ) for t < 1( m I ). Also, t < f( m 1 ), 
i<f(m,+m,+l) implies i-mm,+t-l<<(m,), and both i-t>i-m,+ 
t-l and m,-i+t>i-m,+t-1. Since one of i-t or m,-i+t is less 
than 4(m2 + l), we see that 
Before we present further results, we need to gather some technical infor- 
mation about outerplanar graphs. Let e be an edge of a graph G. The series 
(parallel) extension of G at e is the graph obtained when e is replaced by a 
pair of edges in series (parallel). 
A graph is a series-parallel network if each connected component can be 
obtained from a link or loop graph by successive series and parallel exten- 
sions. Alternately, see Dirac [3] and Duffin [7], a graph G is series 
parallel if and only if G does not contain a subgraph which is a subdivision 
of K4. 
A planar graph is outerplanar if it can be embedded in the plane so that 
all its vertices lie on the same face; we usually choose this face to be the 
exterior. It is easy to see that if G is outerplanar and e is an edge of G, then 
G-e (G delete e) and G/e (G contract e) are both outerplanar. Chartrand 
and Harary [9] have given the alternate characterization of outerplanar 
graphs as those which have no subgraph which is a subdivision of K4 
or J&,3 - 
Let G be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. A path in G is a finite 
sequence uO, e,, v2 ,..., v,- 1, e,, v,, m > 0, such that UiE V, ejE E for 
O<i<m and 1 <j<m, and ei has ends Vi--l and 21,, 1 <i<m. If the ver- 
tices Vi are all distinct, P is called simple. The length of P is the number of 
edges m. We may identify a simple path with its edge set. A handle is a sim- 
ple path in G whose interior vertices have degree 2. A graph G which has a 
handle P and an edge e 4 P such that P + e is a circuit is said to have a han- 
dle on an edge. 
(3.3) Let G be a nonseparable graph of size 2 2. 
(i) If G is a series-parallel network then G has handles P, Q with 
common end vertices. 
(ii) If G is outerplanar then G has a handle on an edge. 
Prooj (i) Proceed by induction on the number of edges of G using the 
fact that if G is simple of size b 3 and nonseparable then G has a vertex ZJ of 
degree 2. 
(ii) Suppose G is outerplanar. Then G has handles P, Q with com- 
mon end vertices. Among all such “double handles” choose a pair such that 
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the length of P is longest. If Q has length one we are done. So assume Q 
has length greater than one. Let the common end vertices be u, V. The 
degree of u must be greater than 2, as otherwise we would contradict our 
choice of P. Since G is nonseparable, there is another path R from u to V. If 
R has length one we are done. But R cannot have length greater than one, 
as then G would have a subgraph which is a subdivision of K2,3. 1 
If G is series-parallel with double handles P and Q of sizes p, q respec- 
tively, let 
Q(G) = WWG)), ni(G) = MW)), 
H=G\(P+Q) K= G/(P+ Q). 
For (A, B) E nj(G) it may happen that Ps A and Q E B, in which case 
(A\K B\Q) E JLp (G/(P + Q)); it may happen that Q c A and P s B, in 
which case (A\Q, B\P) E n,- & G/(P + Q)) otherwise we may have (A\P, 
B\l’)~n~-,(G\l’) for t=IAnPI or (A\Q, B\Q)EZi-,(G\Q) for 
t = IA n Ql, or both. Using this we see that 
P-l 
q(G) = q-,(K) + z,-,(K) + c 
r=l 0 
‘I ni- r(G\P) 
q-1 
+c 
r=l 
=ni--p(K) + xi-q(K) + f: n,(Cp) ni- ,(G\P) 
t=O 
+ f  MJ,) vr(G\Q) - f  f  G’p) ns(C,) ni-r-,(H) 
t=O r=O s=o 
= d(G\P) 0 C,) + d(G\Q) 0 C,) 
- 7ci(Cp@ C,@ H) + niep(K) + zimq(K). 
When G is outerplanar, we may choose Q so that Q has length one, so C, 
is a loop. Then we have 
ni(G) = ni((G\P)O C,) + n,- p(G/(P + Q)) + Zip l(G/(P + Q). 
(3.4) MAIN THEOREM. Let G be an outerplanar graph with m edges and 
no loops, and let e be an edge of G. Then for i < I(rn + I), 
(1) 
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xi(G) 2 ni- l(G)* (2) 
ProoJ: Using induction, (3.1) and (3.2) it is straightforward to verify 
the theorem for graphs that have one or two edges, have parallel edges 
and/or are separable. Also, if G is a circuit, direct computation gives the 
result. Let us assume, then, that G has greater than 2 edges, is simple, non- 
separable and is not a circuit. Let e be an edge of G. 
Case 1. G has a handle P on edge e* such that e 4 P + e*. In this case, 
G/e is outerplanar with no loops and P is a handle on the edge e*. Let 
H= G\P, K= G/(P+e*), C= C,, H= H/e, E= K/e, and h= IE(H)l. Since 
G is simple, h is greater than 2, and K has no loops: 
= [ni(CO H) + xi- l(K) + ni-p(K)] 
- Cni- l(COH) + ni-z(K) + ni- 1 -p(K)] 
- cni(C@ A) + ni- l(R) + Zi-p(R)] 
+ Cni- l(cO A) + xi- 2(R) + 71i- 1 -,(R)] 
=[~E~(COH)--~-I(COH)-~E~(COH)+~~--(CO~)] 
+ Cni- ,(K) - ni-z(K) - ni- l(K) + Xi-z(K)] 
+ Cni-p(K)-7Ci-p-1(K)Ani&p(R)+xi-p-1(K)] 
= c CJw)-LdC)l 
2<tcp/2 
X [xi- t(H) - Xi- p+t-l(H)-xi-t(R)+ni-p+t-l(R)] 
+ [‘I(C) - no(C)] [xi- l(H) - xi-p(H) - xi- l(R) + ni-p(R)] 
+ Cni- ,(K) - ni-2(K) - ni- l(K) + 7Z-,(R)] 
+ Cni-p(K) - ni-p- ,(Q - xi-p(R) + ni-p- ,(R)]. 
To complete the proof of (1 ), we show that each bracketed expression is 
non-negative. Since C is not a loop, n,(C) > 71, _ 1(C) for 0 < t < P/2. 
If i - t < &(h + 1) we use induction to show 
Xi-t(H)-ni-p+t+1(H)Zni-t(R)-ni-p+t--(R). 
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If i-t>$(h+l) then h-i+t<i(h---1) and 
71j- t(H) - 71j- ,+t-l(H)-xj-,(~)+.j-,+,-l(iZ) 
=~h-i+,(H)-~j-p+l-l(H)-71h-1-j+t(R)+Xj--p+r-1(Ej) 
= C71h-j+t(H)-71h-1-j+t(H)1 + [nh-r-j+,(H)-~j-~+l-l(H) 
-~,-l-j+,(A)+xj-,+,-l(~)] 20. 
If i- 1 > i( [E(K)1 + 1) we note that 
Cnj- l(H)-nj-p(H)--j- l(R) + nj-p(g)] 
+ Cnj- l(W - nj-2(K) - nj- l(R) + 71j-z(K)] 
= Cn,-j+l(H)-~j-,(H)-~,-j(iii)+nj-,(i7)] 
+ C71h-i(K)-71h-j+1(K)-71h-ji-l(~)+Xh-j(~)] 
= C7th-i+1(H)-71h-j(H)-71h-j+1(K)+71h-j(K)] 
+ C~h-i(H)-n,-,(H)-~,-j(ir)+n,-,(E7)] 
+ [n,-j(K)-71h-j-l(K)] 20. 
If i - 1 < f( /E(K) + 1) we use induction. Finally, since 
i < t(m) = $( h + p) implies i-pdJ(h-p)+((E(K)I + 1), 
we have 
Xi-p(K)- ni-p- l(W 2 Xi-,(K)- nj--p- l(JQ* 
This proves ( 1). Since G/e has no loops and i 6 f( (m - 1) + 1, ( 1) 
implies (2). 
Case 2. Every handle P on an edge e* is such that e E P+ e*. Since G 
is simple, not a circuit, and has no subgraph which is a subdivision of K2,3, 
G has exactly two handles P, Q on the edge e, each of length 2 2. Realizing 
that 
ZAG) = nj( Cp O C, + 1 I+ ni- ltcq) + nj-p(Cq) 
nj(G/e) = nj( C, 0 C,), 
it is straightforward to verify (1) and (2). 1 
THEOREM (3.5). Let G be an outerplanar graph with m edges. Then, for 
i<t(m+ l), 
nj(G) > 7tj- l(G). 
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Proof. If G has a loop, then q(G) = 0 for all i. If G does not have a 
loop, use (3.4). i 
COROLLARY (3.6). If A4 is the polygon matroid of an outerplanar graph 
and A4 has independent set numbers Ii, 0 < i 6 r(M), then 
c>Ii-IIi+I, l<i<r(M)-1. 
Proof: For a proof that (3.5) implies (3.6) see [4]. 1 
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